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CHARRETTE
DESCRIPTION
FIRM
PROFILE

CHARRETTE
DESCRIPTION
A design charrette was held on September 10th, 2020, to investigate opportunities for improving
the existing cottages on the Kendal at Longwood campus. Dubbed the "Model Cottage" project,
this exploration is the brainchild of Kendal resident, Owen Owens. Owen recognized the
opportunity to increase the desirability and energy efficiency of the smaller cottage units. The
ideal time to make improvements is during the renovations that take place prior to a resident
moving into their new home.
Some of the cottages are over 40 years old and will require innovative and creative renovations
to make them desirable and marketable. Owen, himself, questioned if he should move from his
current residence in one of the large "new cottages" into a smaller home after his wife moved
into skilled nursing and he found himself living alone. Upon careful consideration, Owen
developed a list of attributes he felt were important when considering this move. Owen’s basic
criteria for a model cottage:
•

Beauty—inner spaces and external views are inviting (considering Japanese
miniature or larger vistas)

•

Light and air—windows maximize daylight illumination, allow outdoor air to flow
through cottage, and provide views to a green world outside

•

Heating/cooling systems—energy efficient state-of-the-art, unobtrusive, quiet

•

Insulation—cracks sealed, ceiling and walls insulated to-the-max, construction
efficiency tested with pre and post energy audits

•

Interior layout—available spaces maximized in ways that give feelings of
openness

•

Restoration of nature—reconstruction of cottage increases the vitality of the living
world around it

•

Energy production—rooftop solar panels (if site allows solar collection)

•

Stormwater—seek ways to mitigate existing conditions with best management
practices

•

Cost of move—given the benefits to Kendal of incoming new residents,
compensation to residents moving to one-bedrooms will be given

Seth Beaver and Julia Drake, from KCC, George Alexander and Owen Owens, Kendal
Residents, Jackie Patterson and Joyce Lenhardt, from Lenhardt Rodgers, met in-person with
approximately twenty interested parties attending virtually via zoom. Please refer to the
appendix for a full list of attendees. Julia led the group on a tour of a vacant cottage and
highlighted areas that could be customized to suit an individual’s needs. Joyce led the group
through the charrette process which involved a brainstorming session to identify areas of
Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, and Threat. Based on the feedback received during the
charrette, LRAI along with their consultants, MEP consultants Moore Engineering and
sustainability consultants Steven Winter Associates, assembled a list of recommendations.
These recommendations are meant to better position the Kendal Cottages in the marketplace as
well as help reduce the carbon footprint.
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CHARRETTE
AGENDA

Kendal Cottage Charrette
Location:

Kendal at Longwood One-Bedroom Cottage #K182

Meeting Date:

September 10, 2020 at 10 AM

Location:

In Person and Via Webex

Agenda
1. Log-In, Welcome and Review of Goals for the Project (10:00 to 10:10 – 10 Min.) – Owen Owens
2. Tour of Cottage – understand layout, check dimensions, clarify systems (10:10 to 10:30 – 20 Min.)
3. Introductory Statements by Attendees (half minute each – 10:30 to 10:40 – 10 Min.)
a. Energy Committee
b. Residents
c. Marketing Representative
d. Staff (maintenance and other)
e. Contractor
f. Engineer
g. Sustainability Consultant
h. Interior Designer and Architect
4. Review program by area (10:40 to 11:00 – 20 Min.)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Entrance
Kitchen
Living Room
Bedroom
Bathroom
Laundry
Three Season Room
Storage

5. SWOT Analysis – utilize flip chart and floor plan sketches to track the following (11:00 to 11:40 – 10 Min. each)
a. Strengths – what is good about the unit
b. Weaknesses – what is bad about the unit
c. Opportunities – what can be better
d. Threats – what will be difficult to change
6. Review Findings and Recommendations (11:40 to 11:50 – 10 Min.)
7. Next Steps and Closing (11:50 to 12:00 – 10 Min.)
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2

EXISTING FLOOR
PLAN
PROJECT
TEAM

LRAI
PROJECT
EXISTING
FLOOR PLAN
LEADERS

Unit #182
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3

SWOT ANALYSIS
DESIGN
FOCUS

SWOT
ANALYSIS
Model Cottage Charrette notes courtesy of George Alexander
Initial meeting 9-10-20
The following material is derived from photos of notes from an initial brainstorming session
that took place in vacant Cottage #182. These notes were recorded on flip charts by Joyce
Lenhardt as part of a SWOT (strengths/weaknesses/opportunities/threats) analysis. The intent
was to explore the options for what might be done with this unit (or one like it) while sticking to
the current footprint. Bracketed explanatory material added by George Alexander.

Strengths
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location—nice exterior [view], close to Center
Simple, modest
Size: square footage
Window in kitchen
Patio enclosure [3-season room]
Vented attic available to access
Orientation—[good] for solar
Flexibility to modify kitchen
Standard materials & equipment [for new residents to pick from]
Great sales team—90-day turnover w/o permit [i.e. no construction that requires permits]

Weaknesses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of natural light in living room
Size of bathroom—too small, not [wheelchair or scooter] accessible
3-season room—either not available during the winter or people leave door open or use
space heater. Not accessible [because of track/threshold of sliding door]
Small
Lack of storage
Not open [layout]—too chopped up
Ceiling height—too low
[No provision for] scooter storage and charging
Kitchen exhaust—not to exterior
Have to walk through bedroom to use bathroom
Electric resistance heating—not energy efficient, affects furniture layout
Temperature gradient ceiling to floor
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SWOT
ANALYSIS

(continued)

Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passive solar [heat] from 3-season room
Adding insulation
Improve HVAC [heating/ventilation/air conditioning]
Appeal to low income community
Adding roll-down shades with remote to 3-season room
Options to open up kitchen and other customizations
Communal HVAC and hot water a possibility [for 4-unit cluster] w/virus control
[incorporated] while occupied
[Easier ways to] control heating and cooling
Roof-mounted solar—contributes to goal of carbon neutrality
Improve air sealing
Better storm doors
Find a way to make 3-season room into 4-season
Rain barrels
Greywater systems
Find a way to maintain more smaller units

Threats [=difficulties, challenges, obstacles]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appearance of mini-splits, solar panels, and noise—neighbor concerns
Abatement requirements [e.g. asbestos]
Radon concerns
Cost
Plumbing—don’t move it. (Sometimes freezes—under-slab leaks)
Aged infrastructure
Only one unit at a time [can typically be renovated]
ROI is not = to carbon neutrality
Units vary so much
Access to units, sometimes [a problem]
Code upgrades, permits
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RECOMMENDATIONS
DESIGN
EXPERIENCE

RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of Proposed Unit Improvements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reconfigure floor plan to improve efficiency, circulation and provide direct
access to bathroom for guests
Replace existing windows with triple glazed windows
Widen exterior opening from living room into 3 seasons room
Replace door to 3-season room with accessible threshold and improved thermal
seal
Add solar shades to 3-season room skylights
Widen bedroom window
Paint front door
Provide new interior doors
o All lever style handles
Provide new kitchen and bath cabinetry
o Provide drawers in bathroom vanities
o Soft close door hinges and drawer glides
o Full extension drawer glides
Consider sustainable kitchen and bath countertop materials
Make closet wide enough to have storage adjacent to Washer/Dryer
Consider ceiling fans and undercounter lighting in base contract or as an
upgrade
Consider relocating microwave to lower height for accessibility
Evaluate low voltage systems
Consider using sustainable, environmentally friendly, rapidly renewable
materials for interior finish products
Consider low or no VOC paint
Consider FloorScore certified flooring for indoor air quality
Consider using LEED Scorecard as benchmark for achieving sustainability
Use Energy Star Appliances

HVAC System (per Moore Engineering report)
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate electric baseboard heaters
Replace AC units with HE Energy Star heat pumps
Units to include:
o UV lights
o Bi-polar ionization
o Merv 8 filters for air quality and contaminant control
o Outdoor air ventilation for makeup air
o 7-day programmable thermostats
Wrap ductwork to meet energy code
Provide low air return duct to pull cool air off the floor in winter
Provide Energy Star bathroom fan that runs continuously
Provide fully ducted range hood vented to exterior
All HVAC units to be located in the attic
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Plumbing System (per Moore Engineering report)
•
•
•

Provide new water conserving plumbing fixtures that meet WaterSense
standards
Install additional pipe insulation on the domestic water piping
Utilize individual heat pump water heaters where feasible

Electrical System (per Moore Engineering report)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide new switches and receptables throughout
Provide GFCI receptacles at wet locations
Provide arc fault interrupter protection
Provide two duplex receptacles with integral USB
Replace lighting with LED or Energy Star fixtures
Install energy saving controls, occupancy sensors, and timers where practical

Sustainability Upgrades (per Steven Winter Associates report)
•

•

•

•

Air Sealing
o Seal all gaps, cracks, and holes in fire rated enclosure
o Consider a home performance subcontractor for enclosure work
Insulation
o Add blown-in insulation to attic
o Maintain attic venting
Ventilation
o Vent kitchen range hood to the outside
o Provide Energy Star bathroom fan that runs continuously. Vent to
outside
o Installed equipment to meet minimum flow rates required by ASHRAE
62.2
Mechanical Equipment
o Install Energy Star qualified mechanical equipment
o Replace electric baseboards and ducted AC units with Energy Star heat
pumps
o Repair or replace ductwork to meet current energy code
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November 4, 2020

Existing Cottage MEP Narrative
The following is a brief MEP scope of work outline for future cottage upgrades. This scope is based on
our understanding of the proposed direction to pursue high efficiency building design objectives.
HVAC System
The electric baseboard heaters shall be eliminated. New AC replacement units shall be High Efficiency
Energy Star Heat Pumps. Units shall be fully accessible for service and shall include UV lights, bi-polar
ionization, and MERV 8 filters for improved air quality and general contaminant control. Outdoor air
ventilation shall be introduced to provide conditioned makeup air for the exhaust systems. The HVAC
units shall be controlled by 7-day programmable thermostats.
The heat pump ductwork shall be wrapped with additional duct wrap to meet the energy code. A low
air return duct shall be provided to pull cool air off the floor in the winter.
The bathroom fans shall be Energy Star rated and shall run continuously.
A fully ducted range hood shall be provided for the kitchen that is vented to the exterior.
Plumbing System
Any new plumbing fixtures shall be water conserving type and meet water sense standards for water
conservation.
Where feasible, utilize individual heat pump water heaters in lieu of electric resistance water heaters.
The water heater shall be like the unit manufactured by Rheem with a heat pump UEF above 2.2. The
unit shall be fully vented, both supply and intake, per the manufacturer.
Install additional pipe insulation on the domestic water piping to meet the 2015 IEEC.
Electrical System
New switches and receptacles shall be provided throughout the areas based on all applicable codes and
the owner’s additional requirements. Ground fault circuit interrupter protection shall be installed at
wet areas and other areas per the applicable code requirements. Arc Fault circuit interrupter protection
shall be installed per the applicable code requirements. Two duplex receptacles with integral USB
outlets shall be installed at to be determined locations in each cottage.
High efficiency lighting and automatic energy saving controls shall be used wherever possible. This shall
include the use of LED or Energy Star fixtures. Occupancy sensors and timers shall be utilized wherever
practical.
New smoke and carbon monoxide detection systems shall be provided per applicable code
requirements.
Page 1 of 1
3637 Columbia Avenue | Lancaster, PA 17603 | 717.285.3141 | MooreEngineering.com
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SUSTAINABILITY UPGRADES – KENDAL COTTAGES
HOLISTIC HOUSE AS-A-SYSTEM APPROACH
Recognizing that changes in one area impact operations in another, the following measures take
both the energy efficiency of the apartment as well as the health and safety of the residents into
account.

Air Sealing
Seal all accessible gaps, cracks, and holes
found in the fired rated enclosure of the
apartment. Consider subcontracting
enclosure work to a home performance
contractor with the ability to blower door
test pre and post-retrofit.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attic hatch (B)
Electrical, plumbing, & HVAC
penetrations (C, D, F, & G)
Windows and doors (I)
Sill plate to foundation (H)
Top plates of interior & exterior
walls to drywall
Soffits open to the attic (E)
Plumbing penetrations under
kitchen and bathroom cabinets

Insulation
Add blown-in insulation to the attic to
achieve R-49.
•

•

Add insulation after attic air sealing
and any HVAC upgrades are
complete
Maintain attic venting

Ventilation
Meet ASHRAE Standard 62.2 by ventilating the kitchen and bathroom spaces.
Vent kitchen range hood to the outside
Provide new continuously operating ENERGY STAR rated bath fan and vent to outside
Verify installed equipment is meeting minimum flow rates required by ASHRAE 62.2

Mechanical Equipment
Specify and install ENERGY STAR qualified mechanical equipment.
•
•

Replace electric resistance baseboard heaters and ducted air conditioners with ENERGY
STAR qualified heat pumps that have been sized to work with the post-retrofit improvements
Repair or replace ductwork as needed to meet current energy code requirements for
insulation and tightness

Steven Winter Associates, Inc.
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© Steven Winter Associates, Inc. 2020

•
•
•

•

Where venting requirements can be met, replace existing electric water heaters with
ENERGY STAR qualified heat pump units

Lights, Appliances, & Fixtures
•
•
•

Install LED lighting throughout
Replace existing kitchen appliances with ENERGY STAR qualified models
Replace plumbing fixtures with WaterSense qualified fixtures

Materials
•
•

Use materials with low or no VOC’s to prevent contaminates from being introduced into living
spaces
Prioritize materials with high recycled content

Ongoing Operations and Maintenance
•

Provide training to both residents and facility staff on the operation and maintenance of the
new equipment and systems

© Steven Winter Associates, Inc. 2020

Steven Winter Associates, Inc.
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APPENDIX APPROACH
PROJECT

CURRENT TURNOVER
FLOOR PLANS

Kendal Turnover Option 1
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CURRENT TURNOVER
FLOOR PLANS

Kendal Turnover Option 2
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PROPOSED TURNOVER
FLOOR PLANS

LRAI Turnover Option A
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PROPOSED TURNOVER
FLOOR PLANS

LRAI Turnover Option B
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AIA, LEED AP

PRINCIPAL ARCHITECT
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JOYCE
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PHOTOS
LENHARDT
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PRINCIPAL ARCHITECT
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ATTENDEE LIST
In-Person
•

Seth Beaver, KCC

•

Julia Drake, KCC Sales Counselor

•

Joyce Lenhardt, LRAI

•

Jackie Patterson, LRAI

•

George Alexander, Kendal Resident –
Chair of Energy Committee

•

Owen Owens, Kendal Resident –
Chair of Nature Conservancy

Zoom
•

Kevin Ebling, LRAI

•

Ken Kauffman, Moore Eng

•

Scott Pusey, SWA

•

Steven Madsen, KCC Assist. Dir of Facilities

•

Dino Cesarini, Warfel Construction

•

Jamie Swope, Warfel Construction

•

Casi Babinchak, Warfel Construction

•

•

Donna Curtis, Kendal Resident

•

Ben James, Crossland Resident – Energy
Committee

•

Larry Kirwin, Kendal Resident – Property
Committee

•

Peter Lane, Crossland Resident – Crossland
Energy Committee

Rick Carter, Warfel Construction

•

•

Donald Overton, Kendal Resident

Bill Heald, Crosslands Resident, CRA Board

•

•

Jan Alexander, Kendal Resident

Margaret Rovner, Kendal Resident - Kendal
Resident Association

•

Lucy Carroll, Kendal Resident

•

•

Jim Craig, Kendal Resident

Charles Robertson, Kendal Resident – Energy
Committee
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COMMENTS (FROM RESIDENTS)
A draft copy of this report was issued on November 11, 2020 and comments from
Kendal Crossland Communities residents were received. In order to document and track
these comments, we have categorized and noted them below. Where appropriate
responses from the design team are noted in dark blue bold italics.
PLAN:
•

Regarding reconfiguring the floor plans and Recommendations:
o

•

Potential changes for consideration (these changes were made by a resident to
their own 2-bedrm cottage):
o

Added skylight in entry hall

o

Half height partition between dining room and den

o

Added clerestory windows to exterior wall in den

o

Replaced den & master bedroom windows with largest windows from
inventory

o

Moved washer/dryer to bathroom adjacent to den

o

Turned previous washer/dryer closet into kitchen pantry

o

Moved rod in closet to lowest position possible for hanging clothes and
added additional shelves to allow for more closet storage.

o

Removed double closet in den to create small artist’s studio

o

Would prefer not to have the microwave lowered.

o

Lowering microwave should be an upgrade

o

Would like direct access to the bathroom

o

Efficiency and circulation are currently ok as is

o

Opening from living to enclosed patio is already wide enough for a wheelchair.

o

Bedroom window is wide enough

o

Leave the front door as is and allow residents to paint their own if they wish

o

Interior doors are fine as is as long as they have lever handles

o

Kitchen and bathroom cabinet fronts might be changed, but drawers and glides,
etc. are fine as is.

o

Widening the closet next to the washer/dryer will hinder access to bathroom

-

What does sustainable countertop material mean?
o

Sustainable countertops are countertops which are made from
postindustrial or postconsumer recycled materials or use environmentally
friendly materials/resources. These countertop materials tend to have less
of an impact on the environment than other countertop materials.

•

Lowering/removing thresholds to make them less trippable seems doable but enlarging
all bathrooms and all doors doesn’t seem cost-effective.

•

Feel solar tubes are a poor substitute for sky lights.

•

An option to have the kitchen separated from the living area. Some people may prefer to
have the kitchen sounds, smells and looks separate from the living area. They may not
like the “feeling of openness”.

•

Add dimensions, north arrow, square footage and differentiate between the solid walls of
the rooms and the glass walls of the enclosed patio on the existing plan.
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COMMENTS (Continued)
•

Some of the cottage units really will need to be torn down and rebuilt due to disrepair. If
you were starting from scratch, what would you design? The model unit, like many, is
quite dark (in part because the covered walkway shades the front windows). If you were
redesigning the entire structure, what could you do to let in more light?
o

•

We understand the covered walkway does prohibit direct sunlight;
however, increasing the current window sizes to the maximum possible will
allow reflected light and move views to the exterior. We would also
recommend adding recessed lighting and skylights as means to help
provide more light into interior spaces.

The current 3-season rooms heat so much that by mid-summer they are unusable. The
interior temperature of the glass doors in the cottage indicates it is a burden on the air
conditioning system. In the winter, the enclosures are so cold as to be unusable. Heat is
leaking from the from the cottage into the enclosure. The enclosure should be replaced
with an energy efficient look alike.

SUSTAINABILITY:
•

Would like to learn more about new approaches to sustainability:
o

SWA recommends House-as-a-system approach versus passive solar

o

SWA recommends air sealing and insulating attics versus a “mass and
glass” approach.

•

Recommend rain barrels in all renovations and that Kendal works towards a future
underground graywater collection system
-

•

Stormwater flows and flooding are serious problems in many of the -existing and
remodeled cottages and needs to be addressed.

•

Has any consideration been given to rooftop solar? Priority should be given to roof top
solar.

MECHANICAL/ELECTICAL/PLUMBING (MEP):
•

Installing electrical outlets for front door charging seems doable

•

Concerned about changing baseboard heating system to air-sourced heat pumps.
o

As the system is designed, these concerns will be addressed.

o

Does heat stay near the ceiling and is living area cool with a heat pump system?

o

Locating supply and returns takes advantage of natural convection.

o

Understand new ductless systems use same unit for both heating and cooling.
Has a comparison been done between a ductless system and the proposed heat
pump system?

o

Ductless mini-split units could be considered, but some consider them less
attractive. This can be discussed moving forward.

•

7-day programmable thermostats are wonderful but might not be easier to operate.

•

What does “evaluate low voltage systems” refer to?
o

Low voltage systems or structured wiring refers to an electrical network (50
volts or less) upon which digital technology and communication equipment
functions. Such as network data and Wi-Fi access, audio systems,
paging/nurse call systems, building fire alarm systems and security
systems. As part of this report, we recommend these systems be
evaluated.
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COMMENTS (Continued)
•

What is a “MEP Narrative”?
o

•

Why does the bathroom fan need to run continuously? How does this save energy?
What about noise? Is that better than one that shuts off automatically after an hour?
o

•
•
•
•
•

MEP stands for Mechanical / Electrical / Plumbing. The MEP Narrative is a
description of the proposed engineering scope of work.

The bathroom fan would provide ventilation for the cottage unit and
operate in conjunction with the mechanical system. The fan would be
located remotely and operate at a minimal decibel level to help supply fresh
air for the unit.

Is the range hood to be vented outside through the attic, or will the stove be relocated?
o It is recommended that range hood be vented to the outside. Exact location
will be determined during the design process.
Will the HVAC units located in the attic be smaller and quieter than the current units?
o Yes, as technology has improved, so has the size and efficiency of
mechanical systems.
Should instant hot water at the point of use be considered? What is the downside?
o Since natural gas units are more efficient and is not available, they would
need to be electric which is not as efficient.
Would like more details on the installation of energy saving controls, occupancy sensors,
and timers where practical.
What is the benefit of “bipolar ionization”?
o Bipolar ionization systems can reduce dust and mold, capture odors,
- reduce viruses and
reduce VOCs (volatile organic compounds) and
bacteria in the air.
-

SWOT COMMENTS:
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

o

Don’t agree that #182 is close to center
Don’t agree that solar orientation is good. Morning sun in the kitchen is blocked
by the covered walkway. Covered patio only receives sun from noon to midafternoon and not directly on the windows. If rooftop solar collection is the
concern, than 50/50 split East/West might work.
A covered patio in winter can be helpful heat trap and not a weakness.
Doesn’t feel the space is chopped up or that the ceiling height is too low.
Recognizes the baseboard heating units are not efficient, but does feel they are
effective at keeping temperature even when blocked by furniture.
Does not feel remote controlled roll down shades would be cost effective
Improving air sealing is important and necessary in all units (especially under
bathroom door, at storm doors and doors to outside storage.)
Solar panels are not noticeable or unsightly.
What is a mini-split?
o Mini-splits are heating and cooling systems that allow you to
control the temperatures in individual rooms. They have two main
components, an outdoor compressor or condenser and an indoor
air-handling unit.
Why can only one unit at a time be renovated?
o It may be possible to renovate more than one unit at a time if a
group of units are able to be vacated.
What does ROI mean?
o Return On Investment
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